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WHAT IS ADVANCED WEBSITE TRACKING 
AND HOW DOES IT BENEFIT ME?
Rod Stuckey | Founder & CEO

       

   1. Tax returns. It’s no secret that our entire 
industry is fueled by discretionary income. It’s 
tax season, which means your Buying Base of 
customers and conquest prospects are about 
to have a lot of extra money to spend. If you’re 
marketing to them, they’re more likely to use 
it for down payments and upgrades at your 
dealership. 

2. More than 70% of your customer 
database didn’t do business with you in 
2019. If you begin marketing to your inactive 
customers half-way through the year, you’re 
missing out on a golden opportunity. By 
marketing to them and reactivating them 
earlier in 2020 you can greatly increase your 
Annual Customer Value (how much money 
they spend with you this year). 

3. You’re reaching the same people with 
your email and social media posts. Pay close 
attention to those who are engaging with 
you (i.e. opening email and engaging with 
your posts) and it’s largely the same group of 
people. You can increase reach with a Sharp 
Shooter because we identify who is most likely 
to buy from you and then get their attention 
using several media. 
 
4. New Customers. The Sharp Shooter 
program is the single best way go after new 
customers and get them to spend money with 
your dealership. Period. To find out how, call 
me at 877-242-4472.

5. Increase business immediately AND 
prime the pump for a better spring selling 
season. I understand the urge to wait until 
the weather is better to begin your marketing 
efforts. This industry is largely solar-powered, 
but you can get a positive ROI on marketing 
dollars spent in February. Plus, you increase 
the pent-up-demand in your market area, 
which leads to a better spring selling season. 
We’ve proven this time and time again.

Now is the perfect time to start your marketing 
efforts, and did you know that you can track 
your results in real-time from our Control 
Panel?  
Login at www.powersportsmarketing.com 
and click the Sharp Shooter tab.

We include a breakdown of your Buying Base 
so you can see the data yourself. 

Then we list out your most recent campaigns.

Clicking into any Campaign gives you the 
lead breakdown by department.

Clicking “Export Lead List” gives you an excel 
spreadsheet of the leads.

To learn more, or to being planning your next 
campaign, give me a call at 877-242-4472.
-Tory

Email questions to marketing@psmmarketing.com

Often Dealerships refer to their website as a “virtual 
showroom” which is a pretty good analogy. As we all 
know today’s customers usually research online prior 
to buying. With that in mind lets shift gears and 
talk about your actual brick and mortar showroom. 
When a “just looking” customer spends their 
valuable time to visit the dealership to look at, and 
sit on (or in) the unit of their choice, and then they 
leave without buying, what does a high performing 
sales staff do? They should follow up in some way 
right, maybe with an email and a phone call? 

OEM studies have proven that the average customer 
experiences many, many, “touches” prior to buying. 
We’ve long championed a 52 to 104 touches per 
year approach. New information can lead to a new 
buying decision which is one of the many reasons 
that following up with a new reason to buy today is 
a proven best practice. 

So, if following up with un-sold showroom 
customers is a best practice, why wouldn’t you want 
to follow up with your website customers who 
visited a vehicle details page but didn’t convert by 
filling out a form? Studies show that less than 3% 
of the average dealer’s website traffic fills out a form. 
This means that more than 97% remain anonymous 

visitors and you have no idea who they are, therefore 
following up hasn’t been possible. 

Until now. That’s essentially what our advanced 
website tracking product does. It identifies 
anonymous website visitors and triggers calculated 
follow up from your dealership. Not just any old 
website visitor, but the ones who’ve engaged with 
your email marketing or website at some point 
(which is another reason they are a hotter lead.)

Here’s how it works.  

You send out a marketing email using our Firestorm 
email system. Our technology then identifies which 
of those “anonymous” email recipients (or previously 
tagged customers) visited your website. Everytime a 
customer visits one of your inventory pages they are 
“tagged” a sales department customer based on that 
“inventory” keyword.  That’s a nice feature, but it’s 
what happens from here that is super trick. 

Our system will then send an automated one to 
one email to those who visited inventory pages 
with a very well crafted “buy back” or other “new 
information” offer from you or your sales manager. 

On a side note: You can put a time frame on the 
automated triggered emails. So for example, if the 
time frame is set for 6 months, if the same customer 
visited inventory once a week they wouldn’t keep 
receiving the same automated buy back email. They 
would only receive it once every 6 months.  

Then your Sales Manager or BDC will receive a 
daily email with a list of customers who’ve viewed 
inventory pages the day before and received your 
custom crafted one to one automated email. You 
can even login to our contacts screen and see who’s 
opened the email prior to calling them. Or better 
yet, have the daily email piped straight into your 
CRM. 

Then at the end of the month when the Dealer 
Principal or GM is having his one on one with the 
Sales Manager he can pull the monthly summary 
report and go throug the list and inspect that all of 
the hot leads are getting followed up with. 

Our Website Tracking system will help you sell 
additional units every month to folks you wouldn’t 
have otherwise even known were in the market. For 
more information call (877) 242-4472
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Life’s most persistent and urgent question is, Life’s most persistent and urgent question is, 
‘What are you doing for others?’‘What are you doing for others?’

- Martin Luther King, Jr.

To enrich lives by providing To enrich lives by providing 
powerful turnkey marketing, powerful turnkey marketing, 
so people, businesses and our so people, businesses and our 

economy can thrive!economy can thrive!

OUR MISSION:
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At this point it’s pretty much a foregone At this point it’s pretty much a foregone 
conclusion that running Google ads (formerly conclusion that running Google ads (formerly 
known as AdWords) is a must. The only real known as AdWords) is a must. The only real 
question is how to actually do it. question is how to actually do it. 

There are a lot of ways you can handle Google There are a lot of ways you can handle Google 
Ads management, and you have to be careful Ads management, and you have to be careful 
because, frankly, many of them are bad. because, frankly, many of them are bad. 

GA can be very deceptive in that it’s possible GA can be very deceptive in that it’s possible 
to get campaigns up and running quickly. to get campaigns up and running quickly. 
Actually, it’s pretty easy. That’s part of the Actually, it’s pretty easy. That’s part of the 
problem. Easy doesn’t always equal good.problem. Easy doesn’t always equal good.

To run a campaign properly, there are many To run a campaign properly, there are many 
things that have to be considered. First, you things that have to be considered. First, you 
have to define your objectives. Clicks or have to define your objectives. Clicks or 
conversions? Things like geotargeting, key conversions? Things like geotargeting, key 
performance metrics, scheduling, bidding, performance metrics, scheduling, bidding, 
and a lot of other variables come into play. and a lot of other variables come into play. 
All of them have a significant impact on cost All of them have a significant impact on cost 
and success. And cost and success aren’t even and success. And cost and success aren’t even 
necessarily directly related. It’s complicated. necessarily directly related. It’s complicated. 

I’ve seen GA management handled in many I’ve seen GA management handled in many 
different ways, but it usually boils down to different ways, but it usually boils down to 
one of three ways (or close variants). You can one of three ways (or close variants). You can 
hire your nephew to manage your campaigns, hire your nephew to manage your campaigns, 
ask your marketing manager to run them, or ask your marketing manager to run them, or 
hire a professional.hire a professional.

I think it’s easy to agree that someone hiring I think it’s easy to agree that someone hiring 
a friend/family member isn’t taking GA a friend/family member isn’t taking GA 
seriously enough to begin with. I’ve been seriously enough to begin with. I’ve been 
doing this for 13 years, and I can tell you doing this for 13 years, and I can tell you 
that never ends well. Usually just makes that never ends well. Usually just makes 
Thanksgiving and Christmas awkward. Just Thanksgiving and Christmas awkward. Just 
don’t.don’t.

Asking your Marketing Manager is an Asking your Marketing Manager is an 
option, but often you’re just setting them up option, but often you’re just setting them up 
for failure. It’s not that they aren’t good, or for failure. It’s not that they aren’t good, or 
wouldn’t try very hard, but they usually have wouldn’t try very hard, but they usually have 
a lot of other things on their plate and simply a lot of other things on their plate and simply 
aren’t able to devote the time it takes to get aren’t able to devote the time it takes to get 
educated and up to speed to do the best job educated and up to speed to do the best job 
at it. It’s not really fair to ask them to do it.at it. It’s not really fair to ask them to do it.

The most successful dealers hire professionals. The most successful dealers hire professionals. 
Would you rather have an A level tech work Would you rather have an A level tech work 

on your motorcycle, or your office manager? on your motorcycle, or your office manager? 
You can’t just throw a body at a task and hope You can’t just throw a body at a task and hope 
they can do it.they can do it.

REAL success comes from the dealer principal REAL success comes from the dealer principal 
and/or Marketing Manager setting some and/or Marketing Manager setting some 
goals, and communicating with a Google Ads goals, and communicating with a Google Ads 
specialist what they want and expect. And I’m specialist what they want and expect. And I’m 
not talking about some Google Ads person not talking about some Google Ads person 
who calls you and says they’ll do an analysis who calls you and says they’ll do an analysis 
of your business, and their next call is to the of your business, and their next call is to the 
pet groomer. We’re talking a real industry pet groomer. We’re talking a real industry 
expert with years of experience. Like us.expert with years of experience. Like us.

Yeah, it’s a bit of a shameless plug, but we Yeah, it’s a bit of a shameless plug, but we 
have a long history of outperforming the have a long history of outperforming the 
competition. We’ve been doing this longer competition. We’ve been doing this longer 
than any of them. Give us a shout and let us than any of them. Give us a shout and let us 
show you how we can help.show you how we can help.
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Staci has earned this prestigious award two months in a row!  She’s 
incredibly creative, both with her killer designs and with her problem-
solving ability. Staci’s willingness to roll up her sleeves and just get stuff 
done is impressive. And she loves getting to help her co-workers look like 
super-heroes thanks to her amazing attention to detail and keen eye for 
cool designs.  Nice Job Staci!

The IAO Award is a peer-voted award recognizing someone each month 
that embodies the ‘Improvise, Adapt, and Overcome’ philosophy.  Check 
back each month to see if  your favorite Powersports Marketing team 
member won the award.

GOOGLE ADS – DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME.
Brad Cannon | VP of Client Success

GOOGLE ADWORDS & FACEBOOK/
INSTAGRAM ADVERTISING
Eric Pedretti | Sales Director

Your marketing dollars should be focused on three key objectives: 1) Capture Your marketing dollars should be focused on three key objectives: 1) Capture 
those riders immediately in the market to buy 2) Speed up the buying cycle for those riders immediately in the market to buy 2) Speed up the buying cycle for 
those who are considering an upgrade & 3) Create desire from those riders in those who are considering an upgrade & 3) Create desire from those riders in 
your market who aren’t considering an upgrade right now.your market who aren’t considering an upgrade right now.

So where to start? Think about it this way. If 3% of every living and breathing So where to start? Think about it this way. If 3% of every living and breathing 
soul in your market area ride, it means 97% do not and no matter how much soul in your market area ride, it means 97% do not and no matter how much 
money you spend to try to convince them otherwise, they probably never will money you spend to try to convince them otherwise, they probably never will 
ride. But you’re not just looking for riders, right? You want to sell units and ride. But you’re not just looking for riders, right? You want to sell units and 
in order to sell units, you have to find the 1-2% of the 3% who are actually in in order to sell units, you have to find the 1-2% of the 3% who are actually in 
the market to buy right now. It’s like trying to find a needle in a haystack in a the market to buy right now. It’s like trying to find a needle in a haystack in a 
hayfield. So how do you do it? hayfield. So how do you do it? 

One of the best ways is Google Ads. Google Ads is a reactive media; you are One of the best ways is Google Ads. Google Ads is a reactive media; you are 
reacting to those riders who are searching for a unit you sell and lives in your reacting to those riders who are searching for a unit you sell and lives in your 
market. This checks the box for the first of your three marketing objectives, market. This checks the box for the first of your three marketing objectives, 
‘Capture those immediately in the market to buy.’ ‘Capture those immediately in the market to buy.’ 

What I personally love about Google Ads is your ads only appear for someone What I personally love about Google Ads is your ads only appear for someone 
who lives in the specific zip codes where the majority of your sales come from who lives in the specific zip codes where the majority of your sales come from 
and they are literally in front of a computer, tablet or smart phone Googling a and they are literally in front of a computer, tablet or smart phone Googling a 
unit you probably have in-stock. The best part? It doesn’t cost you a penny when unit you probably have in-stock. The best part? It doesn’t cost you a penny when 
the customer or prospect sees the ad…the only time you’re charged for that ad is the customer or prospect sees the ad…the only time you’re charged for that ad is 
when someone actually clicks on it and lands on your VDP Page where that unit when someone actually clicks on it and lands on your VDP Page where that unit 
lives on your website. lives on your website. 

It’d be like asking your radio/TV/billboard rep to display your ad all month long It’d be like asking your radio/TV/billboard rep to display your ad all month long 
for free and then telling them, “Every time you can prove to me my ad made my for free and then telling them, “Every time you can prove to me my ad made my 
phone ring or drove someone to my website, I’ll give you $.82.” Your rep would phone ring or drove someone to my website, I’ll give you $.82.” Your rep would 
laugh at you, right?  But that’s exactly how Google Ads works and is exactly what laugh at you, right?  But that’s exactly how Google Ads works and is exactly what 
we’re doing for this dealer. As you can see, their ads appeared 4,844 times over we’re doing for this dealer. As you can see, their ads appeared 4,844 times over 
the past 30 days for folks Googling something they sell and live within 20 miles the past 30 days for folks Googling something they sell and live within 20 miles 
of the dealership, for FREE. Of the folks who saw the ad, 611 clicked and landed of the dealership, for FREE. Of the folks who saw the ad, 611 clicked and landed 
on the relevant page on their website for a total cost of $501.64 or just $.82/click!on the relevant page on their website for a total cost of $501.64 or just $.82/click!
  

Now let’s take a look at something together. Go ahead and open up a tab in Now let’s take a look at something together. Go ahead and open up a tab in 
Google, do a search for your dealership’s name and read through all the results. Google, do a search for your dealership’s name and read through all the results. 
What you’re probably seeing is a bunch of results all about your dealership all What you’re probably seeing is a bunch of results all about your dealership all 
over the first page of Google. Feels good doesn’t it? You’ll probably agree though, over the first page of Google. Feels good doesn’t it? You’ll probably agree though, 
if the customer is Googling your dealership’s name, they are probably already a if the customer is Googling your dealership’s name, they are probably already a 
customer, or they know they want to come see you and are checking for a phone customer, or they know they want to come see you and are checking for a phone 
number or hours. What about the folks who don’t know where they want to go number or hours. What about the folks who don’t know where they want to go 
or aren’t a loyal customer?or aren’t a loyal customer?

Now Google the Year, Make & Model of your best-selling unit. Scroll through all Now Google the Year, Make & Model of your best-selling unit. Scroll through all 
the results on the first page. If you’re not doing Google Ads, what you’re probably the results on the first page. If you’re not doing Google Ads, what you’re probably 
seeing are paid ads from the manufacturer and maybe from some competing seeing are paid ads from the manufacturer and maybe from some competing 
dealers. As you scroll past the ads, you’re going to see the organic search results dealers. As you scroll past the ads, you’re going to see the organic search results 
including pictures and YouTube videos of the unit from the manufacturer. including pictures and YouTube videos of the unit from the manufacturer. 
Then, you’re going to see a lot of the big national sites like CycleTrader.com, Then, you’re going to see a lot of the big national sites like CycleTrader.com, 

UltimateMotorCycling.com, MotorCyclistOnline.com, etc. …but probably not UltimateMotorCycling.com, MotorCyclistOnline.com, etc. …but probably not 
your dealership. Why? Because organically you simply can’t compete with the your dealership. Why? Because organically you simply can’t compete with the 
manufacturer and the big national sites. They get millions of visitors every year manufacturer and the big national sites. They get millions of visitors every year 
and you get thousands. However with the right Google Ads campaign, we can and you get thousands. However with the right Google Ads campaign, we can 
level the playing field and put your dealership in front of more in the market level the playing field and put your dealership in front of more in the market 
customers and prospects in your backyard, so you can generate more leads and customers and prospects in your backyard, so you can generate more leads and 
sell more units.sell more units.

Now let’s talk about your second marketing objective, ‘Speeding up the buying Now let’s talk about your second marketing objective, ‘Speeding up the buying 
cycle for those who are considering an upgrade.’ One of the best ways to do this cycle for those who are considering an upgrade.’ One of the best ways to do this 
is through Google ReTargeting. I’m sure you’ve been ReTargeted a lot in the past; is through Google ReTargeting. I’m sure you’ve been ReTargeted a lot in the past; 
you’re looking at a website for something you’re interested in and then leave and you’re looking at a website for something you’re interested in and then leave and 
go to another site like Facebook, YouTube, etc. and you see an ad for what you go to another site like Facebook, YouTube, etc. and you see an ad for what you 
were just looking at. That’s ReTargeting and it’s extremely effective. I’ll give you were just looking at. That’s ReTargeting and it’s extremely effective. I’ll give you 
an example. I was kicking around the idea of getting a new playground set for an example. I was kicking around the idea of getting a new playground set for 
our kids this summer and every time I convinced myself I didn’t need to spend our kids this summer and every time I convinced myself I didn’t need to spend 
the money, I’d see another ad for the damn thing, my emotions would kick back the money, I’d see another ad for the damn thing, my emotions would kick back 
in and finally I pulled out the credit card and bought it! Same thing is true for in and finally I pulled out the credit card and bought it! Same thing is true for 
your customers. Stay in front of folks who’ve recently looked at inventory on your your customers. Stay in front of folks who’ve recently looked at inventory on your 
website and you will get them to make the emotional decision to pull the trigger website and you will get them to make the emotional decision to pull the trigger 
on their next ride faster. For the following dealer, their ads displayed 215,321 on their next ride faster. For the following dealer, their ads displayed 215,321 
times for folks who had visited their website in the past 30 days and 1,373 clicked times for folks who had visited their website in the past 30 days and 1,373 clicked 
and went back to their website!and went back to their website!

Now on to the 3rd marketing objective, ‘Creating desire from those riders in your Now on to the 3rd marketing objective, ‘Creating desire from those riders in your 
market who aren’t considering an upgrade right now.’ One of the best ways to market who aren’t considering an upgrade right now.’ One of the best ways to 
do this is through Facebook & Instagram Advertising. You can proactively target do this is through Facebook & Instagram Advertising. You can proactively target 
riders in your top performing zip codes with the latest and greatest Rebate & riders in your top performing zip codes with the latest and greatest Rebate & 
Finance Offers, Low Payment Options, New Model Release Information, Demo Finance Offers, Low Payment Options, New Model Release Information, Demo 
Events at the dealership and more. Most of the riders you’ll be targeting don’t Events at the dealership and more. Most of the riders you’ll be targeting don’t 
have ‘buy a unit’ on their top 5 things to do this month but they do ride and that have ‘buy a unit’ on their top 5 things to do this month but they do ride and that 
is a huge jumping off point. Stay in front of them consistently and you can get is a huge jumping off point. Stay in front of them consistently and you can get 
them to click on that ad or visit your dealership for an event and begin the process them to click on that ad or visit your dealership for an event and begin the process 
of getting them bit by the bug, so they start making plans to buy their next ride. of getting them bit by the bug, so they start making plans to buy their next ride. 
Below is a snapshot of one of our clients Facebook Advertising results. As you can Below is a snapshot of one of our clients Facebook Advertising results. As you can 
see, we’ve generated 26,570 impressions over the last 30 days with 490 clicks for see, we’ve generated 26,570 impressions over the last 30 days with 490 clicks for 
a total budget of just $142.51! a total budget of just $142.51! 

  

PSM is a Google Preferred Partner Company and has managed millions of dollars PSM is a Google Preferred Partner Company and has managed millions of dollars 
in AdSpend for hundreds of dealerships for the past decade and I guarantee if in AdSpend for hundreds of dealerships for the past decade and I guarantee if 
given the shot, we’ll be able to outperform your previous provider. If you’re given the shot, we’ll be able to outperform your previous provider. If you’re 
not currently spending money in Google Ads & Facebook, make this a non-not currently spending money in Google Ads & Facebook, make this a non-
negotiable for your 2020 Marketing Plan because as a Powersports Dealer, this is negotiable for your 2020 Marketing Plan because as a Powersports Dealer, this is 
one of the best ways you can spend your first dollar in advertising. one of the best ways you can spend your first dollar in advertising. 

For more information on how PSM can help you move the needle for your For more information on how PSM can help you move the needle for your 
business by managing turn-key Google & Facebook/Instagram Advertising, call business by managing turn-key Google & Facebook/Instagram Advertising, call 
me on my direct line at 877-242-4472 x 112. Happy selling.me on my direct line at 877-242-4472 x 112. Happy selling.
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DID YOU KNOW?
FIRESTORM WEBSITES > INVENTORY MANAGEMENT > CUSTOM VEHICLE 
TAGS & CUSTOM-FILTERED INVENTORY GRID
Tia Robinson | Digital Marketing Manager

        

            OOne of the primary purposes of a dealer’s website is to generate leads that ne of the primary purposes of a dealer’s website is to generate leads that 
lead to saleslead to sales.  Firestorm Websites helps ensure that a dealership marketing .  Firestorm Websites helps ensure that a dealership marketing 
funnels prospective customers to the Inventory pages most relevant to their funnels prospective customers to the Inventory pages most relevant to their 
interests.  In addition to the standard easy-to-use filters on the Inventory interests.  In addition to the standard easy-to-use filters on the Inventory 
Grid, the Firestorm Website platform allows dealers to create custom tags Grid, the Firestorm Website platform allows dealers to create custom tags 
for their vehicles and use those tags to help create custom-filtered landing for their vehicles and use those tags to help create custom-filtered landing 
pages. This enables the landing pages for any pages. This enables the landing pages for any marketing effortsmarketing efforts to generate  to generate 
easy-to-find vehicles that the dealer wants to focus on moving or bringing easy-to-find vehicles that the dealer wants to focus on moving or bringing 
attention to such as: Bikes under $10K, Factory Custom Bikes, Off-Road attention to such as: Bikes under $10K, Factory Custom Bikes, Off-Road 
Vehicles, Newly Arrived Models, Limited Stock, Custom Colors, etc. Vehicles, Newly Arrived Models, Limited Stock, Custom Colors, etc. 

Check out the video to learn how to create your own custom-tags for Check out the video to learn how to create your own custom-tags for 

your Inventory Grid. your Inventory Grid. 

www.pswww.psm.cm.com/umom/ummm

ASK TORY WEBINAR

Tory’s bi-weekly webinar which will be run 
free-style about all things digital marketing.  
Like talk radio where the guests determine 

the topic. It’ll be a live version of “ASK TORY” where dealers can 
bring any questions about their product/service to the webinar.  
 
Visit www.powersportsmarketing.com/calendar for the schedule.

Tuesdays at 2:00pm - 2:30pm
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LOCAL STAR
L E A D E R B O A R D

Eileen Sullivan, F&I Manager - Carson City Motorsports

The Carson City Motorsports team started growing their reviews through a systematic 
reputation management system in December.  In just one month, they’ve had exceptional 
results with Eileen leading the pack.  She’s earned eight of the dealer’s total 27 reviews 
generated at www.carsoncitymotorsportsreviews.com.  Representing 30% of the dealer’s 
reviews is pretty impressive for one super-F&I Manager. She’s setting the bar high for the 
team and the industry. Nice job Eileen! Keep impressing your customer and they’ll keep 
saying things like: “Over a four-year period I’ve bought three new vehicles from CMS and 
I’ve always been treated like a king from Eileen in the finance department. “

Want to see how your team ranks on the Leaderboard compared to some of the top 
powersports professionals in the country?  Give us a call at 877-242-4472 and we’ll let you 
know how you can participate in the only employee ranking program in the industry. 


